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On the trail I chase tomorrow
Can you catch me to tame the ride?
I'm not fair about tomorrow
Then you forfeit your own hand

I see the light, I trail the light, I know the light
Can you will the right, as you place the time?
And your rules are blind, as you force me to loathe it

I'm not wild about tomorrow
I just live for a moments time
Got this place inside tomorrow
I can't get there you know it

I see the light, I trail the light, I know the light
Can you will the right, as you place the time?
And your rules are blind, as you force me to loathe it

(What's your case, what's your fuckin' deal?)
Oh, I'm not a member of society?
(Ripping face as you grip your stay)
It's not avenging enough to try

(Watch the gates as I spin my wheels)
Ooh, I'm in a hot rod going straight to hell
(What's the price, should I try to steal?)
And will I ever even get to fly? Yeah

It doesn't matter to me
I don't care about you
There's nothing I'd rather see
Than watch you fail in life

You know it matters to me
What I think about in you
There's something I strive to be
I see it passing by, by, by, by

On my quest to find tomorrow
I'll be passing the roads of life
I'm not scared to beg or borrow
'Cause I know that I'll be there
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I see the light, I trail the light, I know the light
Can you will the right, as you place the time?
And your rules are blind, as you force me to loathe it

(What's your case, what's your fuckin' deal?)
Ooh, I'm not a member of society?
(Ripping face as you grip your stay)
It's not avenging enough to try

(Watch the gates as I spin my wheels)
Ooh, I'm in a hot rod going straight to hell
(What's the price, should I try to steal?)
And will I ever even get to fly? Yeah

It doesn't matter to me
I don't care about you
There's nothing I'd rather see
Than watch you fail in life

You know it matters to me
What I think about in you
There's something I strive to be
I see it passing by
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